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• In this report, IDG covers digital games sales that are 
not covered by the main retail tracking services

• All digital gaming revenue is categorized into one of the 
following three platforms: mobile devices (including 
tablets), gaming consoles, or PCs

• Europe encompasses all countries in Western, Central 
and Eastern Europe

• Asia only includes China, Hong Kong, South Korea and 
Japan

• Rest of World territories include Canada, Latin America, 
Southeast Asia, Africa, India, Middle East, Australia/ 
New Zealand

I D G ’ S  D I G I T A L  C A T E G O R I E S
MOBILE
Gaming revenues derived from mobile phones, tablets, and other mobile devices

DIGITAL CONSOLE
Gaming revenues derived from console and handheld online networks

DIGITAL PC
Gaming revenues for PC-based games that do not include a retail-based transaction

iOS Android Other OS Feature phones

RPG MOBA

MSFT XBL Sony PSN Nintendo Network

FPS Casual Other

• In developing its digital gaming forecast, IDG leverages and triangulates among as many primary resources as possible, including
company earnings reports and industry channel checks with key stakeholders for market intelligence across publishers, platform 
holders, manufacturers, retailers and other contacts. Secondarily, IDG considers information available from digital data tracking 
services as well as other analyst research for validation purposes. 

• Forecast figures in charts have been rounded to the nearest $10M for numbers >$10M and to the nearest $1M for figures <$10M
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• IDG raised its 2017 forecast for worldwide digital games revenue slightly to $106 billion 
based on greater than expected strength in the mobile and digital PC segments, which 
helped offset the decrease in IDG’s digital console forecast
 Asia accounts for nearly half of global revenue with 48% share, with US, Europe and Rest of 

World (RoW) capturing 23%, 17% and 12% market share, respectively
 By 2021, the latter three territories should see their market shares level out more, with the US, 

Europe and RoW expected to account for 20%, 17% and 16% market share, respectively
• Mobile gaming revenue still has significant running room, with revenue expected to grow 

50% between 2017 and 2021
 This is primarily thanks to the Asia territories, but specifically due to growth in the Chinese 

mobile gaming market, as the Japanese and South Korean mobile gaming markets are closer to 
reaching maturity

• Total digital gaming revenue is expected to grow to $144 billion in 2021, representing a 
4-year CAGR of 8% 



MOBILE
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MOBILE SEGMENT SNAPSHOT
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* Mobile games as percentage of worldwide digital game revenues
** Based on 2017 worldwide revenue estimates
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SUMMARY OF FORECAST – MOBILE 
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• IDG raised its outlook for the overall worldwide mobile market and redistributed some of the territory 
allocations based on year-to-date performance
 The US’s iOS market share was raised slightly across all years as changes to the iOS App Store appear 

promising for highlighting new disruptive titles
 With Google Play gaining in market share against Windows Phone and to a lesser extent iOS, its market 

share was raised across all years
 Growth in the RoW territories is showing to be more muted than expected, but is still expected to see the 

strongest growth over the 2016-2021 timeframe with a 19% 5-year CAGR compared to 16% in Europe, 14% 
in Asia and 7% in the US

▲ Android has seen better success in targeting emerging markets with lightweight features such as YouTube GO, granted 
the latter does not necessarily factor into gaming revenue

• IDG expects slower growth in tablet gaming revenue across all territories
 The new iPad Pro model appears to be geared more towards enterprise customers rather than gamers
 Perhaps because phablets are so popular in Asia, the iPad has not gained much traction in that particular 

territory and is only estimated to make up 6% of iOS revenue in 2017
• IDG estimates that the worldwide mobile gaming market will generate $91.6 billion by 2021, growing 

at a 5-year CAGR of 14%
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – IOS APP STORE CHANGES
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• Apple announced that a major redesign is coming to the App Store in iOS 11, which will 
have far-reaching implications for the mobile marketplace
 The App Store will have a dedicated “Games” tab with new featured sections, as well as a 

“Today” tab where Apple will curate content displayed to users such as the “Game of the Day”
 The company is also 

expanding App Store 
search results to include 
editorial stories and curated 
app lists

 App product pages will also 
become more transparent 
by displaying a title’s in-app 
purchases and showing 
users livestreamed 
gameplay videos
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – IOS CHANGES (CONT’D)
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• All of these changes signal that Apple is taking its greatest steps yet to better control how 
its users discover new apps and games
 The company will likely use these curation features to highlight and promote unique, innovative, 

or exclusive titles in Apple’s ecosystem to its users
 However, this push into more of the storefront and search results will make organic discovery 

even more challenging for publishers without a major IP or spotlight from Apple’s editors
• Apple has also removed top grossing charts from the storefront in the iOS 11 beta 

 Though these charts have proven to be rather stagnant, should they remain gone in the full 
release it may prove to be more difficult to gauge the performance of the iOS marketplace

 The removal of these charts could have an impact on data tracking services in terms of 
collection and validation of title-level data

• Following these announcements from Apple, Google has also added a new curated 
section of the Play Store called Android Excellence—which will be updated quarterly with 
apps that showcase great user experience and design—though the company hasn’t 
gone as far to completely redesign the storefront as of yet
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – MOBILE MARKET GROWTH 
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• In spite of a significant drop in the growth rate for the global mobile games market from 
78% in 2014 to 21% in 2015, this rate rebounded quite a bit in 2016 to year-over-year 
growth of 41%

• Though the market saw huge gains across all territories during this period, it begs the 
question as to what drives growth in the mobile market
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• A number of factors will always play a 
role in future growth, including:
 Increased penetration of smartphones
 Greater access to digital payment 

methods, especially in Rest of World 
territories

 Refinement of monetization 
mechanics from major mobile 
publishers and advertisers
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – MOBILE GROWTH (CONT’D)
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• However, one factor stood out in 2016 for bringing greater upside than expected to the 
mobile market—the release of breakout hits Clash Royale and Pokémon GO
 In 2015, when market growth slowed, there was a notable dearth of new hit titles as the major 

players largely held on to their spots in the top grossing charts
• The success of these new games proved that there is considerable runway for the 

market to grow, but IDG still expects the market to lose momentum in the years to come
 Though a breakout hit can come from anywhere, it seems less likely that a new title will be 

largely additive to the market as Pokémon GO was, but rather compete for market share against 
other established titles

• New technologies like mobile AR and machine learning could pique greater interest from 
consumers when applied to gaming, but IDG expects these technologies to find greater 
success in non-gaming applications rather than lifting up the mobile gaming market to 
new heights, with the exception of selective titles such as Pokémon GO
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• As IDG has been predicting since early 2016, Apple is now making a much bigger push into mobile 
AR (augmented reality). At its WWDC 2017 developer conference in June, Apple announced the 
ARKit, a developer kit that allows developers to integrate augmented reality mechanics into Apple’s 
iOS 11 launch. Key features at developers’ fingertips include:
 The ability to create and place virtual objects in the real world through iOS device interfaces using “fast and 

stable motion tracking”
 Estimation across plane, scale and ambient light
 Integrative support for Unity, Unreal, as well as Scenekit

• This development confirms IDG’s assumption that Apple would ultimately focus much more on AR, as 
opposed to VR. This assumption was based on the following logic, all of which still applies:
 With rivals such as Google, Facebook (via Oculus), Samsung, and Sony, among others, entering the VR fray, 

the high competitive intensity of VR rendered AR more attractive
 IDG continues to believe that AR, based on lower hardware price points and greater accessibility/versatility 

versus VR, has the potential to be more mass-market versus more expensive PC and console-based VR 
headsets. This aligns more seamlessly with Apple’s mobile strategy.
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• One of the interesting dichotomies between VR and AR, is that gaming is clearly one of the leading 
killer applications for VR. But outside of games like Pokémon GO, it remains to be seen if gaming will 
be a killer application for mobile AR, although IDG believes that Apple is also facilitating greater 
support in this area as well.
 Pokémon GO will eventually support ARKit
 IDG channel checks indicate that a variety of indie mobile developers are creating mobile AR games for iOS
 The iPhone’s motion sensors, camera, CPU and GPU all lend themselves to greater mobile AR innovation on 

the hardware side, in tandem with the ARKit software integration within iOS 11
• With Apple’s robust support for AR, across hardware and software, IDG views the iPhone ecosystem as the 

largest potential AR platform
• While startups such as Magic Leap and CastAR, as well as Microsoft’s HoloLens, remain in earlier stages of 

market maturity, IDG believes that Apple can take a strong first-mover advantage in the mobile AR space
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• Mobile AR gaming could represent a new genre segment within the broader gaming market, although 
one of the risk factors is the temptation to clone what Niantic has already built with Pokémon GO

• IDG also believes that gaming may not be the leading mobile AR vertical over time, since mobile AR 
could also be a huge boon to B2B/enterprise communications, virtual tourism, ecommerce, and 
consumer non-gaming apps 

• Apple’s latest mobile AR moves have not been made in a vacuum, however, as other major 
companies are increasingly investing in this same business area
 As announced at Google’s I/O 2017 Developer Conference, Google is launching a new service called Google 

Lens, which allows users to identify real-world objects and locations with their smartphone
▲ Google faces a unique set of challenges, in that 1) Google’s in-house hardware represents a small percentage of the 

overall Android smartphone installed base and 2) Google has also focused many of its initial VR/AR/MR resources on a 
mobile VR strategy

▲ However, Android phones remain a much stronger market leader in many territories, especially in markets where iPhones 
are less affordable for people with less discretionary income, so mobile AR on Android could represent a bigger long-term 
opportunity if Google continues to invest in this area along with its hardware partners such as Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei, 
etc.

 Facebook, Snap and Tencent are all building AR software platforms
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• Later this year, IDG will be publishing a major report on the esports market, with a deep-dive 
examination of the strategic business forces shaping this burgeoning segment

• In the interim, one of the most interesting emergent trends within esports has been the divergent path 
that mobile esports appears to be taking vis-à-vis the more traditional PC esports path

• On PC, esports is still relatively nascent but is still far more mature than mobile esports, across all 
territories
 Although many developers, indie and AAA alike, are trying to craft their games to become more esports-

friendly, it is the player communities themselves that ultimately determine which games become esports 
versus those that do not

 Within that framework, most of the PC esports revenue has been generated by a small handful of top-tier AAA 
titles, including League of Legends, Dota 2, Counter-Strike: GO, and more recently, Overwatch. Several indie-
style games, including Rocket League and Smite, have also garnered esports attention.

 However, the key takeaway is that PC-based esports remain in the hands of a small, elite group of franchises
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• By contrast, the die has yet to be fully cast on the direction and fate of mobile esports
• As mobile esports are still far more nascent than on PC, many of the key companies penetrating this 

space have more malleable business paths through which to grow market share
• One preliminary takeaway is the “democratization” of esports on mobile, versus the “super-elite” 

dynamic of esports on PC
 On PC, esports are focused on the super-elite professional cyberathletes who treat esports as a full-time 

occupation
▲ Streaming communities revolving around Twitch and other sites primarily emphasize viewing of the top-tier gamers
▲ Semi-professional and amateur gamers have a difficult time penetrating the competitive gaming scene

 By contrast, mobile esports cannot rely on this “super-elite” dynamic, since most mobile gamers are 
intrinsically less hardcore in nature. Moreover, the level of skill necessary to be successful in most mobile 
games still pales in comparison to the skill level required to be a master in most PC esports titles.

▲ As a result, mobile esports cannot cater only to hardcore skills-based gamers since that is a strategy far more conducive to 
the PC platform

▲ At the same time, even non-professional gamers with limited skill level can still gravitate towards the gratification and 
appeal of competitive gameplay

 As a result, IDG has noticed an uptick in companies that are trying to make mobile esports focus more on a 
wider-ranging set of gamers, across a broader array of ability levels
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• For example, Skillz, an esports platform for mobile games that helps to democratize esports for 
players of different ability levels, announced that it has doubled its revenue run-rate in the past eight 
months to over $100 million
 This growth is a leading indicator for the thesis that mobile esports could indeed evolve in a different fashion 

versus the current evolution of PC-based esports
 It also demonstrates that a growing number of mobile game developers are integrating esports mechanics 

(compelling PvP, unique camera angles and spectator modes, etc.) into their titles
 IDG believes that this type of democratization strategy is interesting, and far more conducive to the mobile 

platform versus PC, or to a lesser extent, console
• Beyond Skillz, there are some heavy hitter publishers that are training their eyes towards esports on 

mobile, with more of a super-elite PC-styled strategy for mobile esports growth
 SuperEvil Megacorp’s Vainglory remains one of the first-mover leaders in this space, as the publisher built the 

game specifically with competitive gameplay on mobile/tablet first and foremost in their mind
 Supercell, one of the top mobile game publishers, is currently working on a mobile MOBA called Brawl Stars, 

which is in soft launch and has been consistently ranked in the top ten grossing titles in Canada on iOS
 Tencent, who owns Riot Games, the maker of League of Legends and a clear PC esports leader, is also 

diversifying its esports enterprise into mobile through a professional esports league for Honor of Kings, the top 
mobile game in China with a mobile MOBA genre orientation
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• According to data provider StatCounter, Android overtook Windows as the world’s biggest operating 
system used to connect to the internet, representing a major milestone for the mobile industry as 
both dominant OSes (Android on mobile and Windows on PC) now power about 38% of internet 
connected devices each (April)

• Rakuten Games and Blackstorm Labs launched an HTML5 social games platform called R Games, 
which allows users to play games in a mobile or desktop web browser without any installation 
required, similar to the Facebook Instant Games initiative (April)

• A filing made by Baidu showed that the Chinese company sold its mobile gaming division to two 
unnamed parties for $173 million in January (April)

• King’s recruiting website revealed that the company is working on a mobile Call of Duty title for 
parent company Activision Blizzard (April)

• Sony Pictures Television released Smurfs Bubble Story, a free-to-play mobile game that highlights 
the company’s venture into mobile outside of the Sony Interactive Entertainment division (April)

• A study on mobile user acquisition costs from Clickky revealed that CPI (cost per install) was 40% 
higher on iOS than Android on average, as companies continue to target Apple users that have 
higher conversion rates and ARPU compared to Android users (April)
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• Netmarble raised $2.3 billion from its IPO, the second-largest in South Korea’s history. The company 
had also announced ahead of its IPO that it would set aside $4.4 billion to use for acquisitions. (April)

• At Facebook’s F8 Conference, the company announced some updates to its Instant Games, 
Gameroom, and Gaming Video initiatives (April)
 Users have played Instant Games 1.5 billion times in the past 90 days
 Developers will be able to create chat bots in Facebook Messenger that can be used to interact with players 

even when they are not playing their games
 Facebook’s partnership with Unity will enable streamlined deployment of Unity-based games to the 

company’s PC gaming platform Facebook Gameroom
 Gameroom is also rolling out a Games Feed feature for developers to improve discoverability of their titles 

with updated posts from the studios
 The company will also enable gaming streamers on Facebook Live to share gameplay to their Profiles, 

Pages, and Groups and bring new tools like XSplit to help creators edit their videos
• Ubisoft announced a partnership with Tencent to publish mobile title Might & Magic Heroes: Era of 

Chaos, which was built exclusively for the Chinese market to cater to the region’s unique 
monetization and gameplay mechanics (April)
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• Amazon announced that it would end its “Actually Free” apps promotion through Amazon 
Underground, which allowed Android users to download games and apps through the Amazon App 
Store while Amazon paid developers based on user playtime (May)

• Tencent launched its popular mobile MOBA Honor of Kings in several European countries under the 
title Strike of Kings (later rebranded as Arena of Valor), with the company partnering with DC Comics 
to bring licensed heroes to the game in the future (May)

• Samsung announced its fourth smartphone running its Linux-based Tizen OS, likely to be priced 
under $100 as the company targets emerging markets like India with the OS (May)

• The Wall Street Journal reported that unspecified sources claim Nintendo is developing a Legend of 
Zelda mobile game, but did not specify what monetization scheme the title would use (May)

• Zynga announced a partnership with NetEase to launch Dawn of Titans in China later this year (May)
• Apple announced that iOS developers have generated over $70 billion in revenue from the App Store 

since launch, with downloads increasing 70% over the past 12 months and active paid subscriptions 
increasing by 58% (June)
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• Sony’s ForwardWorks unit launched its first mobile title in Japan, a free-to-play version of 
Everybody’s Golf, as the company tries to gain traction on the mobile platform in the territory where 
PS4 has lagged behind (June)

• Korean messaging platform Kakao secured the rights to publish NetEase’s highly acclaimed Onmyoji
mobile game in South Korea (June)

• Mobile advertising analytics firm Soomla reported that the top 20% of mobile users contribute 80% of 
mobile app advertising revenue, suggesting that mobile advertising monetization has a similar 
dynamic to in-app purchases in that whales contribute a majority of the revenue (June)

• Facebook added support for rewarded video ads in its Audience Network platform for mobile game 
development, with Unity reporting that 78% of users asked to engage in rewarded video were willing 
to participate (June)
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Title Publisher Release

Honor of Kings Tencent Nov. 2015

Fantasy Westward Journey Netease May 2015

Monster Strike Mixi Aug. 2013

Clash Royale Supercell Mar. 2016

Clash of Clans Supercell Aug. 2012

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Aug. 2015

Onmyoji Netease Dec. 2016

Global Top Games
Title Publisher Release

Clash Royale Supercell Mar. 2016

Clash of Clans Supercell Aug. 2012

Candy Crush Saga King Apr. 2012

US Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Honor of Kings Tencent Nov. 2015

Fantasy Westward Journey Netease May 2015

Dragon Nest Mobile Tencent Mar. 2017

Title Publisher Release

Monster Strike Mixi Aug. 2013

Puzzle & Dragons GungHo Online Ent. Sep. 2012

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Aug. 2015

China Top Games

Japan Top Games

Source: AppAnnie
Top games are based on estimates of overall revenue generated from 
paid downloads and/or virtual good purchases combined
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Title Publisher Release

Monster Strike Mixi Dec. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Jul. 2015

Lineage II: Revolution Netmarble Dec. 2016

Game of War – Fire Age Machine Zone Jul. 2013

Clash of Clans Supercell Sep. 2013

Mobile Strike Epic War (MZ) Nov. 2015

Clash Royale Supercell Mar. 2016

Global Top Games US Top Games

South Korea Top Games

Japan Top Games

Source: AppAnnie
Top games are based on estimates of overall revenue generated from 
paid downloads and/or virtual good purchases combined

Title Publisher Release

Lineage II: Revolution Netmarble Dec. 2016

Lineage M NCsoft Jun. 2017

Everybody’s Marble Netmarble Aug. 2016

Title Publisher Release

Monster Strike Mixi Dec. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Jul. 2015

Puzzle & Dragons GungHo Online Ent. Sep. 2012

Title Publisher Release

Game of War – Fire Age Machine Zone Jul. 2013

Mobile Strike Epic War (MZ) Nov. 2015

Clash of Clans Supercell Sep. 2013



DIGITAL PC
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#2 out of 3 digital game segments **

DIGITAL PC SEGMENT SNAPSHOT
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* Digital PC games as percentage of worldwide digital game revenues
** Based on 2017 worldwide revenue estimates
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• IDG boosted its forecast for the global digital PC gaming market in 2017 to $32.6 billion with 
additional moderate growth in future years

• The Casual segment was given a bump based on Facebook’s latest earnings
 Worldwide MAUs for Facebook were up 17% y/y to 2.01 billion MAUs
 The decline for the social network’s game revenues was tempered based on better-than-expected 2016 full-

year and H1 2017 results as well as game-related initiatives taken by the company such as Facebook 
Gameroom—a new PC gaming desktop app for games

 Although not yet confirmed, Facebook is expected to restart Facebook Games in South Korea some time in 
the second half of the year

 IDG boosted MAU growth rates in the Rest of World territories in light of Facebook’s rise in emerging markets 
like India and Brazil

• The number of Steam users was moved up for the next five years and Steam’s growth rate on a 
worldwide basis was raised in 2017 thanks to strong performance from PlayerUnknown’s
Battlegrounds and some potential upside from Lawbreakers later in the year

• The global digital PC gaming market is expected to grow by a 5-year CAGR of 2%, the lowest out of 
the three digital segments, to reach $34.1 billion in 2021
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• This past quarter Valve officially retired its Steam Greenlight platform in favor of its Steam 
Direct initiative, which allows developers to submit their games for approval for a low 
$100 publishing fee
 This low cost likely won’t stem the growing number of low quality games on Steam, with Valve 

expecting a slightly higher rate of submissions than what was seen on Steam Greenlight
 On the other hand, Valve’s Aldren Kroll argued that low quality titles wouldn’t hurt the 

performance of others because Steam’s discoverability improvements are better showcasing 
relevant titles to their appropriate users

• Though recommendation algorithms are important, IDG believes Valve also needs to 
focus efforts on curation while leveraging social media influencers and livestreamers
 This gap has quickly been pounced on by Twitch, which officially launched its PC game and 

DLC retail offering in April, in which Twitch Partners can receive a portion of sales for a game 
they promote on their channel

 Valve confirmed some improvements were on the way, like giving curators greater prominence 
in new areas of the storefront and making it easier for them to share their lists of game 
recommendations as well as videos of their own user-generated content
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• The impact of livestreaming can clearly be seen with the rousing success of breakout hit 
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG)
 When the Early Access title was released in March, the game quickly became and has 

remained one of the top 5 viewed titles on Twitch
 It has resulted in impressive sales as the creator announced that the title surpassed 4 million 

copies sold in just 3 months and has generated over $100 million in revenue
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• The PC gaming market has been at the forefront of adopting new digital distribution 
models, but subscription services for PC gaming have yet to really take off

• EA’s Origin Access service is the most prominent subscription service for PC and in 
February the company reduced its annual fee to just $30, but major publishers besides 
EA have yet to really get in the mix
 Though Microsoft has been pushing for better integration of Windows 10 and Xbox, Head of 

Xbox’s Phil Spencer said that they couldn’t yet bring Xbox Game Pass to PC because the 
company doesn’t have as deep of a library of PC games as it does on Xbox

• On the other hand, services for indie games are starting to fill the void
 In June, Humble Bundle expanded its monthly service for games to give subscribers access to a 

library of Humble Original and other indie titles, on top of the permanent keys to a bundle of 
titles the subscribers were already receiving every month

 Jump, another new service for indie games, launched in beta in July, though the service is more 
focused on using game streaming technology rather than full game download access
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• There a number of reasons why subscriptions have yet to become more commonplace
 These services have typically been tied to streaming for the user’s convenience, but the 

technology behind game streaming hasn’t yet scaled to major AAA titles, especially if the 
consumer doesn’t have the best internet connection

 Consumers looking for affordable gaming content already have access to a wide variety of free-
to-play games, and publishers are supporting this model more and more because the 
monetization strategy has already proved to have successful paths to profitability

 Though subscription services could potentially become a great revenue driver for publishers 
looking to monetize back-catalog content, companies may be resistant to this model because 
they feel they can generate significant revenue through price drops and sales for this content

• However, emerging areas of PC gaming may yet prove to find success with subscriptions
 HTC launched its Viveport subscription service for the Vive in April, where subscribers can pick 

5 titles from a library of VR apps for just $6.99 per month
 Though it remains yet be seen whether this business model will work by design or if the platform 

for VR is even big enough to sustain it, the platform’s nascence may give VR publishers cause 
to experiment and support the monetization strategy
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• Until around 2-3 years ago, one of the prevailing games industry themes was the inability of Western 
publishers to successfully penetrate the Chinese market, with a few exceptions

• The earliest example of major success was Blizzard’s World of Warcraft, which became a massive 
PC hit in China through Blizzard’s publishing/localization/operations partnership with first The9, then 
later, NetEase

• Outside of the longstanding success of World of Warcraft in China, other Western publishers tried to 
emulate Blizzard’s China success for many years, but with disappointing results

• Conceptually, the key best practices at the time were the following:
 Find a strong, competent, well-connected local Chinese partner 
 Focus significant resources on localization, which includes not only voice-overs or subtitles, as well as 

translation work, but also localizing art assets and “culturizing” the content to Chinese gamers’ exacting 
needs

 Usually through the local Chinese partner, successfully penetrate the Internet café ecosystem to ensure that 
your game is being exposed to Tier 1 cities as well as Tier 2 and Tier 3 areas
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• To be sure, the aforementioned success factors remain relevant today
• Yet we are also starting to see newer games from the West that are penetrating the Chinese market, 

leveraging both traditional best practices as well as some more contemporary ones
 Overwatch – Blizzard decided to bring the band back together by working with NetEase on another major 

Blizzard title for China. Although both companies had high hopes for this game, it appears that the life-to-date 
performance has far exceeded expectations. China is the number one territory for Overwatch on a worldwide 
basis.

▲ Even though Overwatch is not a classic free-to-play title, whereby most major Chinese PC titles are of the free-to-play 
variety, Blizzard and NetEase have found ways to make this game’s business model resonate with the Chinese audience

▲ For example, earlier this year the Chinese Blizzard website announced in May 2017 a month-long free-to-play trial where 
all 14 maps and 24 heroes were made available, and the gamer could unlock items and keep his progression upon 
purchase of the game afterwards. Such promotions are useful in stimulating new user engagement and increasing the 
size of the funnel at the top.

▲ Moreover, Blizzard has worked with NetEase on specific promotions tied to Chinese holidays, which also have the impact 
of spiking DAU levels and ingratiating the Overwatch brand with the Chinese gamer community

▲ NetEase recently became one of the first team owners in the Overwatch league, which demonstrates the continued 
synergies between the two companies through this game as Overwatch has the potential to become the next big 
breakout esports hit
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• Other games from the West that are successfully penetrating the Chinese market:
 FIFA Online 3 – One of EA’s most underrated masterstroke moves was to buy Korean developer J2MSoft, a 

PC games developer that has become a critical asset to EA’s growth within the Asian market
▲ J2M’s team helped to spearhead EA’s localization and content strategy for the South Korean and Chinese markets
▲ During the pivot from the more traditional, retail-centric FIFA offering to a more Asian-focused FIFA Online free-to-play 

offering, it was J2M’s core competencies that helped EA to penetrate the rabid Korean and Chinese soccer fan bases
▲ FIFA Online 3 is one of the leading Western IPs in both South Korea and China, with a vibrant following on both PC as 

well as mobile
 Rocket League – It has been reported that Psyonix is partnering with Tencent to launch a free-to-play version 

of Rocket League in China
▲ The free-to-play version of Rocket League will include core gameplay upon entry, and will allow players to buy additional 

items with cash
▲ The logic behind this move makes sense, considering FIFA Online, which also employs soccer-based mechanics, 

successfully captivated Chinese audiences through a free-to-play, massively multiplayer online soccer approach
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• User-generated content (UGC) and planned generated content (PGC) have been broadly-used 
games industry terms for quite some time
 User-generated content is created by users while planned generated content is created by the 

publishers/developers 
• However, the utility of both content buckets has accelerated in recent years, led primarily by some of 

the major PC game publishers
• As the success of PC gaming increasingly ties in with live operations, community engagement, user 

acquisition via PGC trailer drops on Twitch/YouTube Gaming/other sites, as well as new digital 
content via loot crates and other emergent mechanics; it becomes clear that UGC and PGC will 
remain important and evolving best practice areas in the foreseeable future
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• On the UGC front, Media Molecule/Sony Worldwide Studios’ LittleBigPlanet franchise was one of the 
first major launches that put UGC on the map within a gaming context

• However, Minecraft was the ultimate trojan horse, as it revolutionized gaming for kids and adults 
alike through its user-generated content ecosystem. In April, Microsoft and Mojang also announced 
the introduction of a new virtual currency and a storefront for UGC into Minecraft.

• Many developers across multiple genres of gaming have attempted to replicate Minecraft’s success 
in recent years, although such an objective has proven difficult to accomplish

• Two recent UGC successes include Roblox and Pocket Gems
 Roblox, a kids-centric user-generated gaming platform, has seen a ten-fold increase in developer earnings in 

the past 3 years, with Roblox expected to pay out $30 million to developers this year alone
 Pocket Gems is partnering with Universal for a new story in their Episode app based on the movie franchise 

Pitch Perfect
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• UGC has also manifested itself in the emergence of livestreamers, via Twitch, as well as online 
personalities such as PewDiePie who have made a home on YouTube and other sites
 The strength of the gaming community through online channels has exponentially increased, due largely to 

the accelerated growth of user-generated content in conjunction with the growth of esports
 Gaming has become a viral phenomenon, primarily through UGC as transmitted via Twitch and other sites, all 

of which have become social graphs in their own right
• Interestingly, IDG believes that one of the secret ingredients within this dual-pronged growth of 

streaming sites (such as Twitch) and esports (through games such as League of Legends) is the 
increasing execution of PGC (planned generated content)

• One example is with Overwatch. Whenever Blizzard launches a new hero for this game, a trailer is 
created first. This trailer accomplishes multiple objectives:
 Creates buzz and anticipation around a new character, in educating and informing the player base
 Increases the number of touch points and messaging frequency with the Overwatch player community, which 

is necessary to nurture and cultivate a more sustainable, healthy and vibrant ecosystem over time
 Function as a marketing force multiplier by expanding the addressable market, as this type of PGC not only 

touches existing Overwatch gamers but could also target new potential Overwatch gamers while also 
capitalizing on the viral component of such PGC on streaming (Twitch), online video content (YouTube 
Gaming) and multi-channel network sites (Machinima)
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• The University of Utah, a major sports college, announced that it would offer esports scholarships for 
its competitive League of Legends team, the first major university to do so (April)

• Twitch launched its PC game and DLC retail service, which gives a portion of game sale revenue to 
streamers that promote a title (April)

• Developer Gearbox terminated a partnership agreement with digital PC key marketplace G2A 
following criticism of the platform being too lax on fraud (April)

• Esports venue company Allied Esports and Esports Arena announced a partnership to bring a 
dedicated esports venue to the Luxor Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas by early 2018 (April)

• Channel checks and news sources indicate that Tencent is planning on rebranding its China-only 
digital PC storefront as WeGame and expanding the platform globally (April)

• Microsoft announced the launch of Halo Wars: Definitive Edition on Steam in an attempt to expand 
the audience for the catalog title, which may act as a stepping stone to introducing players to its 
newer Halo Wars 2 and showing that the company is not limiting its titles to its own Windows and 
Xbox Store (April)

• Blizzard integrated Major League Gaming, which it acquired in January 2016, into a new division that 
would oversee its esports programs for titles like Overwatch and Call of Duty (May)
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• Tencent announced that it would launch a dedicated esports TV channel in China in collaboration 
with Riot Games and Perfect World. The company also announced that it would implement a 
franchise model for the Chinese League of Legends Master Series and grow the league to 14 teams 
in 2018, with a goal of reaching 20 teams at some point in the future. (May)

• Nvidia launched the GeForce GT 1030, a more affordable but lower-end graphics card starting at 
$70 that is targeted towards players of competitive/esports games like League of Legends and 
Rocket League (May)

• Bungie announced that the PC version of Destiny 2 would be digitally distributed exclusively through 
Blizzard’s PC portal (previously known as Battle.net) – the first time that a non-Blizzard IP would be 
sold on the online portal (May)

• ESL deepened its partnership with Facebook to bring exclusive content to Facebook Live, including 
programming for CS:GO, ESL One, Intel Extreme Masters (May)

• Developer Overkill Software gave away 5 million copies of the base version of PAYDAY 2 on Steam 
in a move to bolster the player-base for the game ahead of the launch of PAYDAY 2 Ultimate Edition 
(June)
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• NCSoft launched Master X Master, a League of Legends MOBA competitor, for PC (June)
• Riot Games opened an office in New Delhi, India with the intention of growing the local player base 

(June)
• Blizzard announced a transition in its monetization, changing its loot box system for Overwatch and 

Hearthstone to ensure players receive fewer duplicate items, showing continued refinement for the 
company’s important revenue stream (June)

• Facebook reported that its platform has grown to over 2 billion monthly active users (June)
• IO Interactive, the developer of the Hitman franchise, announced that it would no longer sell 

individual episodes for its episodic Hitman title on Steam in favor of the complete edition, possibly 
signaling a departure from the episodic model (June)

• G2A announced changes to its key reselling marketplace to improve transparency following recent 
backlash from developers, including publishing of seller names and addresses (June)
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Title Publisher Price
Dota 2 Valve Free-to-Play

Counter-Strike: Global Offensive Valve $14.99
PLAYERUNKNOWN’S BATTLEGROUNDS Bluehole, Inc. $29.99

Grand Theft Auto V Rockstar Games $59.99
Team Fortress 2 Valve Free-to-Play

H1Z1: King of the Kill Daybreak Game Company $19.99
Paladins Hi-Rez Studios Free-to-Play

Rocket League Psyonix $19.99
Garry’s Mod Valve $9.99
PAYDAY 2 505 Games $19.99

Source: IDG’s estimates, based on MAUs. Prices are in estimates of SRP during the quarter, not actual ARP.
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* Digital Console games as percentage of worldwide digital game revenues
** Based on 2017 worldwide revenue estimates
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• IDG lowered its forecast for the global digital console gaming market to $12.4 billion in 2017, based on a 
combination of factors across all three digital console ecosystems:
 2017-2019 growth rates were lowered on a worldwide basis for the Nintendo Network based on Q2 2017 earnings 

from Nintendo, which claimed that growth reached a lower-than-expected 41% y/y gain for the quarter
 IDG dropped 2017 revenues in light of Nintendo’s paid online service being delayed until 2018; Nintendo digital 

revenues were however marginally boosted in 2018 given the popularity of Splatoon 2
 Changes to PSN were minimal with newly announced numbers from Sony falling in line with IDG’s current model

▲ Sony reported that PS4’s installed base reached 60.4 million units worldwide, with 26.4 million PS Plus subscribers and 70 
million MAUs across the PlayStation ecosystem

▲ PS Plus’ annual ARP was raised in Europe following Sony’s announcement of a price hike for the service. In response to the 
increase in price, IDG flattened its growth rate in Europe in 2019 and 2020.

 All years were lowered for Xbox Live with the exception of 2021
▲ PSN has caught up with Xbox Live in the US, with both expected to be neck-and-neck in 2017 at $2.7 billion, with PSN 

overtaking XBL in later years
▲ IDG cut console-only MAUs for Xbox Live across all years after Microsoft announced that Xbox Live MAUs reached 53 million 

in Q2 2017 across console, Windows and mobile platforms

• By 2021, IDG forecasts that the digital console gaming market could reach $18.6 billion, representing a 
5-year CAGR of 12%
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• Ahead of E3, many analysts were concerned about the state of PlayStation VR
 Sony had been quiet on big franchise support for VR content and had shutdown some internal 

studios that had worked on VR titles
 The company publicly stated that it was surprised by PS VR’s unit sales and marketing support 

seemed light for the new platform
• E3 of course gave Sony the opportunity to address some of these concerns

 The company headlined a number of new VR titles at its main press conference, including titles 
from major franchises like Skyrim VR and Final Fantasy XV: Monster of the Deep 

 Shuhei Yoshida, President of Sony Worldwide Studios, also insisted that the lack of marketing 
behind PS VR was due to supply constraints for the headset, noting that the company would do 
a better job of pushing the hardware now that supply issues have been resolved

• IDG’s take is that Sony is still cautiously optimistic about VR
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• VR capabilities also help Sony’s positioning in the console market, as the PS4 is 
currently the only console that supports it
 Microsoft is supporting VR and Mixed Reality development for Windows 10, but has held off on 

support for Xbox even with the upcoming Xbox One X
 The company appears be more interested in AR and Mixed Reality enterprise solutions rather 

than consumer VR, so it seems likely that they want to focus their resources as the platform is 
still in its early days

• Reports emerged earlier in the year that Sony may have been interested in bringing the 
technology to VR arcades and theme parks in Japan
 IDG believes this would be a good move for Sony to hedge its bets for VR, as it is clear that 

many consumers just don’t have the space in their homes to support the technology
 Bandai Namco recently opened its VR Zone in Tokyo, which looks to offer VR experiences at a 

much grander scale than just that of a living room
 The continued rise of these arcades in Asia may spell what’s to come for how consumers want 

to ultimately use the technology in the future
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• At E3, Sony introduced PlayLink, a platform which will enable users to play certain PS4 
party titles using their smartphones
 The company plans to launch 5 titles by the end of 2017, including quiz-themed That’s You, 

trivia title Knowledge is Power, narrative-driven title Hidden Agenda, SingStar Celebration, and 
mini-game collection Frantics, each of which will go for under $25

• Sony is hoping that this drive will help PS4 target a more casual audience of consumers, 
and the benefits of this platform for casual party games are clear
 Users can bring devices that they already own instead of having to pay for a new first-party 

accessory like the EyeToy or PlayStation Move
 Playing these titles with one’s friends could help in getting current PS4 owners to evangelize the 

platform to their guests through the games
• However, IDG is cautious as to how much attention the casual audience will give it

 PlayLink comes at a time when Nintendo, who typically captures much of the casual audience, 
is resurging and has a strong lineup of party titles for Switch like Mario Kart 8 Deluxe Edition, 
ARMS, Splatoon 2, and 1-2-Switch
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• It is also unclear how much marketing Sony will put behind PlayLink in the first place
 The first PlayLink title, That’s You, launched in early July with little fanfare or buzz following it
 Sony will also have to balance its marketing efforts for its first-party AAA titles due out in 2017, 

including Uncharted: The Lost Legacy, Days Gone, and GT Sport, not to mention marketing for 
PS4 Pro and PS VR, which didn’t get as much attention last holiday due to supply constraints
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• PlayLink is also trying to emulate a 
series that by no means has been a 
breakout hit in the first place
 While the Jackbox Party Pack series has 

found some success, its games have 
only achieved an estimated 200,000 unit 
sales figure on PSN as of April 2017

 It seems unlikely that PlayLink titles will 
be able to perform much better than this, 
and therefore may make a muted 
impression on the casual gaming market

Source: IDG Analysis
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• In analyzing the evolution of the Digital Console market, IDG has observed several shifts unfolding chronologically 
over time
 Physical distribution  Digital distribution
 Retail evolution: $60 discs  Collector’s Edition + Season Pass + POSA cards + DLC

• At the moment, the major business model shift within Digital Console, however, is the growing reliance on Games 
as a Service (GaaS), also known as live operations or live services

• While Season Pass and DLC remain important revenue vehicles, the emergence of live ops has also driven a 
greater shift towards microtransaction-based revenue events, including greater reliance on gacha-style loot crates 
and other innovative digital content drops
 EA has been moving away from Season Pass on certain key IPs in recent quarters, including for the upcoming Star Wars 

Battlefront II
 Ubisoft made all multiplayer DLC free on Rainbow Six Siege, with Ubisoft finding that this decision has paid dividends with a 

more robust user community
 It was also just announced that Bethesda is now making Doom’s paid DLC free for all users, along with retiring its Season Pass 

in the game’s new 6.66 update
• Besides the growing advantages of moving towards a live services + MTX model, many publishers are also 

realizing that one of the disadvantages of paid DLC and Season Passes is that the user base becomes 
fragmented since some users have less access to content than others. This can place a drag on the online 
multiplayer experience and overall game balancing.
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• The significance of live ops in the console market cannot be understated. As more of the major 
console publishers embrace this shift, the benefits are becoming clearer over time:
 Longer sales tail for a game’s digital sales cycle
 Longer sales tail for a game’s retail sales cycle
 Stronger, longer-term user engagement and community involvement within each franchise universe
 Higher and more effective monetization of the user community within each franchise universe
 Flattens out seasonality curves, as the old model focused on the launch of new $60 product while the new 

paradigm embraces more frequent digital content releases throughout the year to support the initial $60 
product. This mitigates the “feast or famine” lumpiness of the old cycle.

 Buys the publisher more time to fully monetize existing games, while spending more time to perfect upcoming 
games in the release pipeline

 Enables publishers to become more platform-agnostic, as live ops are a popular business model across 
console, PC and mobile, with gamers focused more on specific brands as opposed to a singular hardware 
device

 Generates higher-margin digital revenue streams, which also leads to meaningful margin expansion within 
each publisher’s P&Ls
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• The financial upside driven by this critical shift has been reflected in the outstanding stock performances of the 
console publisher leaders

• In the past year, the listed console stocks below have increased significantly (as of 7/19/2017):
 EA: + 45% y/y
 Activision Blizzard: + 48% y/y
 Take-Two: + 96% y/y
 Ubisoft: + 59% y/y

• And in the past 5 years, the listed console stocks below have increased even more dramatically (as of 7/19/2017):
 EA: + 848%
 Activision Blizzard: + 407%
 Take-Two: + 781%
 Ubisoft: + 925%

• The irony of this analysis is that several years ago, there was a perception that the console market was no longer 
viable and that mobile would become the gold standard for the gaming industry. Instead, as IDG correctly 
predicted, the games market is broad enough and diverse enough for mobile, console, and PC to successfully 
coexist. While these console stocks have posted strong upside, driven largely by the shift to live ops, mobile 
gaming stock performances have been more muted, as evidenced by Zynga (down 25% in past 5 years) and Glu
(down 52% in past 5 years), among others.
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• In light of the shift to live operations, led by the major AAA console publisher incumbents (Electronic 
Arts, Activision Blizzard, Take-Two, Ubisoft and Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment, among 
others), the intriguing irony is that this GaaS-driven business model has been leveraged to support 
the existing $60 premium buy-to-play (B2P) approach
 By contrast, for mobile and PC, most of the top-tier games leverage a live operations infrastructure to support 

a freemium/free-to-play approach
• With the AAA incumbents focused on this hybrid buy-to-play + live operations microtransaction 

model, console free-to-play (F2P) remains an area that holds less competitive intensity
 Most of the key leaders in this area are not from the incumbent AAA console basket. Instead, leaders often 

come from the PC F2P world, including Wargaming (World of Tanks), Digital Extremes (Warframe), Perfect 
World (Neverwinter Online), and Hi-Rez (Paladins).

• At the same time, one of the underplayed themes within this segment is that console F2P titles also 
have to compete directly against premium B2P games
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• In essence, console F2P is still facing a variety of key barriers:
 Continued preference among AAA publisher incumbents for a hybrid B2P + live operations strategy, with the 

perception that launching a game with F2P-only could leave dollars on the table
 Console F2P games still compete for mindshare and market share against premium-priced B2P games, 

which often are more fully-featured with bigger-funded publishers supporting these B2P games, which in turn 
feeds into a self-fulfilling prophecy of B2P games performing better than F2P games in many cases

 Discoverability and curation on Xbox Live and PlayStation Network are also major hurdles, since each of 
these storefronts is now suffering from a similar crowded shelf space problem to those of Steam, Apple App 
Store and Google Play App Store

 On the whole, IDG’s analysis indicates that console F2P games have greater volatility, lower stickiness, and 
lower overall user stability versus comparable PC F2P games

• None of these risk factors are intended to mean that console F2P is a dead end
• It simply means that publishers need to make carefully-considered decisions in this area
• While there are certainly some drawbacks to a console F2P strategy, IDG still believes that smart, 

well-executing F2P studios can find a meaningful audience and market opportunity on console. 
However, the funnel dynamics and platform-related challenges are different versus what is seen on 
PC and mobile.
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• IDG believes that the major AAA publisher incumbents will likely de-prioritize console F2P 
for at least another 2-3 years

• The live operations strategy, coupled with a “fewer but bigger and better” approach to 
game launches, will supersede the business imperative to move towards a F2P approach

• Yet, indies with the right skillset, expertise, and design strategy could definitely take 
advantage of the console F2P opportunity, assuming that these indies attack less-
penetrated segments. For example, the console F2P shooter space might be one to 
avoid, with multiple titles, coupled with the ongoing competitive threat from premium-
priced F2P shooter games, already in the market.
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• Considering that the hardware specifications across the Xbox One and PlayStation 4 families of 
products are much more similar than in prior generations (e.g. PS3 had 8 cores and many more 
custom parts versus Xbox 360’s 3 cores, whereas Xbox One and PS4 are both much more similar to 
PC architectures), both Microsoft and Sony are finding it harder to differentiate from each other with 
respect to hardware feature set

• Despite the on-going battle between the two rivals with respect to file storage space, 4K 
compatibility/functionality, and a litany of other specifications, the more important competitive 
battleground resides in their online console networks and digital marketplace—Xbox Live versus 
PSN

• With hardware becoming less of a differentiation factor, both Sony and Microsoft have made major 
in-roads in recent years to improve their online console networks, with the knowledge that 1) major 
AAA games are becoming increasingly multiplayer-focused, which drives a virtuous circle around 
whichever online console network these players want to participate in and 2) online console 
networks have become the de facto home for indie publishers, many of whom are having a more 
difficult time gaining distribution for product at retail
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• In recent years, IDG believes that Sony has closed the gap on Microsoft considerably, in terms of the 
PSN’s feature set and performance improvements vis-à-vis Xbox Live

• Overall, IDG also believes that Xbox Live is still farther ahead versus PSN, despite the fact that 
PS4’s hardware installed base is roughly double that of the Xbox One on a worldwide basis and that 
PSN on PS4 is a drastic leap forward versus PSN on PS3

• A key competitive dimension to analyze is the presence of marketplaces within each of these two 
ecosystems. And in this particular battleground, Xbox has recently made greater improvements in 
curation for indie developers.
 Earlier this year, Xbox introduced its Xbox Live Creators Program, which enables anyone to publish Xbox 

Live-enabled games on Xbox One and Windows 10 PCs without the use of a dev kit, in conjunction with the 
Universal Windows Platform

 With a more lenient submission process, indie developers are still given access to key Xbox Live integrations, 
including Xbox Live sign-in, storefront presence, and social features

• IDG believes that both Xbox and Sony need to study some of the recent best practices initiated by 
Steam, in giving better curation and discoverability to indie titles on the platform through improved 
search functionality and featuring mechanisms
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• As Xbox increasingly moves toward a family of products hardware strategy, future hardware 
iterations will be more evolutionary rather than revolutionary. As a result, the continued growth, 
expansion, and innovation of Xbox Live will become that much more important for Xbox.

• Moreover, with Microsoft’s broader strategic vision of a cross-platform world for game developers, 
where games can be played seamlessly across Windows 10 PCs and Xbox One hardware, Xbox 
Live will become an increasingly important unifying interface through which games can find a vibrant 
marketplace for sales growth with end users

• Not to be outdone, Sony has also been aggressive with content creators on PSN, with a divergent 
strategy that includes prominent digital content exclusivity on AAA franchises, including Sony’s 
growing partnership with Activision on Call of Duty

• Over time, as console manufacturers generate an increasing amount of revenue and profit via these 
online storefronts (PSN and Xbox Live), IDG envisions continued innovation in both marketplaces as 
a strategic tent-pole consideration for the long haul. The future viability of PlayStation and Xbox 
depends largely on the direction and evolution of these marketplaces.
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• Bethesda offered the first three levels of Dishonored 2 as a free trial on April 6th, following a trend of 
publishers offering free trials to give catalog titles more visibility (April)

• Mad Catz, a games accessory manufacturer, filed for bankruptcy and began asset liquidation (April)
• Indie studio Image & Form said that Nintendo has made significant improvements to 3rd party 

development on their platform, including easier localization standards, global release dates, better 
publishing tools, and better outreach to indie developers (April)

• Microsoft banned emulators from their digital PC, mobile, and Xbox store, signaling the platform 
holder is tightening policies for its digital storefronts (April)

• GameStop confirmed it was investigating claims that customer credit card information was stolen 
from the retailer’s ecommerce site between September 2016 and February 2017 (April)

• Nintendo announced that it would send final shipments of the NES Classic Edition to North 
American retailers in April, apologizing for the supply constraints the device had during its limited 
run (April)

• Nintendo unveiled the New 2DS XL, which launched on July 28th for $149.99, signaling continued 
support for the 3DS line despite the release of the Switch (April)
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• The NBA appointed experienced executive Brendan Donahue as the managing director for the new 
NBA 2K esports league, signaling the NBA’s commitment to develop the league (April)

• Sony confirmed that PlayStation Plus subscriptions grew 27% y/y to 26.4 million in 2016 (May)
• Sony announced that a new section of the US, French, and German versions of the PlayStation 

Store would have curated lists from game development studios like Psyonix and Square Enix, similar 
to Steam’s curation system (May)

• Sony confirmed that it stopped manufacturing of the PS3 in Japan (May)
• Red Dead Redemption 2’s release date was delayed from Fall 2017 to Spring 2018 (May)
• Microsoft launched Xbox Game Pass worldwide on June 1st and confirmed that a retail offering 

would be available later this year (June)
• Nintendo announced that its paid online service for the Switch will be pushed back until 2018 and 

priced at $19.99 per year. The service will provide users with access to online multiplayer, Nintendo’s 
smartphone voice chat app, Nintendo eShop discounts, and a collection of classic NES and SNES 
titles with additional multiplayer features. (June)
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• Showcasing a high profile team working on its SpatialOS virtual world product, UK AI startup 
Improbable hired former Blizzard executive and Disney VP Bill Roper as Chief Creative Officer and 
GitHub’s Jason Jhonson as Chief Marketing Officer (June)

• Milestone, Sony, and Dorna Sports announced a multi-year racing esports championship for the 
MotoGP series (May)

• Xbox President Phil Spencer confirmed that Microsoft is not making a profit on Xbox One X 
hardware, as platform holders typically aim to make profit off games and online services (June)

• Warner Bros. Interactive opened a new studio in New York – WB Games New York – to develop 
back-end solutions for multiplayer and community-focused features for its games (June)

• Nintendo confirmed that it will launch the SNES Classic Edition on September 29th for $80, likely for 
a limited run as the NES Classic Edition was (June)

• Atari CEO Fred Chesnais confirmed that the company was working on a new hardware product, 
which will likely be similar to the NES Classic Edition. More recently, it was confirmed that Atari 
would be launching the “Atari Box” later this year. (June)
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Rank Switch eShop Games Publisher SRP (USD)
1 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe Nintendo $59.99 
2 Snipperclips Nintendo $19.99 
3 Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove Yacht Club Games $24.99 
4 NBA Playgrounds Saber Interactive $19.99 
5 Kamiko Flyhigh Works $4.99 
6 Puyo Puyo Tetris SEGA $29.99 
7 Has-Been Heroes Gametrust $19.99 
8 Zelda: Breath of the Wild Nintendo $59.99 
9 Wonder Boy: The Dragon’s Trap DotEmu $19.99 

10 Ultra Street Fighter II: The Final Challengers Capcom $39.99 

Rank 3DS eShop Games Publisher SRP (USD)
1 Pokémon Yellow Nintendo $9.99 
2 Super Mario Bros. 3 Nintendo $4.99 
3 Pokémon Red Nintendo $9.99 
4 Super Mario World Nintendo $7.99 
5 Zelda: A Link to the Past Nintendo $7.99 
6 Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D Nintendo $19.99 
7 Bye-Bye BoxBoy! Nintendo $4.99 
8 Mario Kart 7 Nintendo $29.99 
9 Super Smash Bros. for 3DS Nintendo $39.99 

10 Animal Crossing: New Leaf – Welcome amiibo Nintendo $19.99 

Source for eShop top titles: Nintendo Everything
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Source for PSN top titles: PlayStation Blog

Rank PlayStation 4 Games Publisher SRP (USD)
1 Grand Theft Auto V Rockstar Games $59.99 
2 Rocket League Psyonix Inc $19.99 
3 Friday the 13th: The Game Gun Media $39.99
4 God of War III Remastered Sony Interactive Entertainment $39.99
5 Minecraft: PlayStation 4 Edition Mojang $19.99 
6 Injustice 2 Warner Bros. Interactive $59.99 
7 ARK: Survivor’s Pack Studio Wildcard $54.99 
8 Middle-earth: Shadow of Mordor – Game of the Year Edition Warner Bros. Interactive $49.99
9 Persona 5 Atlus $59.99 

10 Horizon Zero Dawn Sony Interactive Entertainment $59.99 
Rank PlayStation VR Games Publisher SRP (USD)

1 Job Simulator Owlchemy Labs, Inc. $29.99 
2 Mortal Blitz SKONEC Entertainment $19.99
3 Star Trek: Bridge Crew Ubisoft $49.99
4 Statik Tarsier Studios $19.99
5 Farpoint Sony Interactive Entertainment $49.99
6 Batman: Arkham VR Warner Bros. Interactive $19.99 
7 Arizona Sunshine Launch Edition Vertigo Games $39.99
8 EVE: Valkyrie (Incl. Founder’s Pack) CCP Games $59.99
9 Gunjack CCP Games $9.99

10 PlayStation VR Worlds Sony Interactive Entertainment $39.99 
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

April 2017 Mobile studio Shipyard Games raised $2.9 million from Supercell to focus on a 
location-based mobile game

April 2017 Indian ecommerce site Flipkart raised $1.4 billion from eBay, Microsoft, and 
Tencent. Flipkart also acquired eBay’s business in the country.

April 2017
South Korean mobile publisher DoubleU Games acquired social casino studio 
Double Down Interactive from International Game Technology (IGT) for $825 
million. IGT initially bought Double Down for $500 million in 2012.

April 2017
Mail.ru launched Mail.Ru Games Ventures, a $100 million fund for investing in 
game studios and publishers, as the company’s CEO said expanding into the 
games industry was a top priority

April 2017 Frame Investment
Tencent’s subsidiary Frame Investment acquired a 9.9% stake in Chinese 
mobile developer Seasun for $142 million, deepening Seasun’s working 
relationship with Tencent

April 2017
Hersch Interactive Group, Joi Ito

Esports team Fnatic raised $7 million in its latest funding round led by The 
Raptor Group, with Joi Ito of MIT Media Lab, the Hersh Interactive Group, and 
CEO of Swedish PC hardware company Fractal Design participating 

May 2017 Google acquired VR developer Owlchemy Labs, known for popular VR titles 
Job Simulator and Rick and Morty Simulator

May 2017
Supercell acquired 62% of mobile studio Space Ape Games for $90 million, 
with the company expected to remain autonomous but still benefit from 
Supercell’s stature and support
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

May 2017 Improbable, a UK-based Artificial Intelligence (AI) startup with designs on the 
gaming industry, received a $500 million investment from SoftBank 

May 2017 Unity Technologies raised $400 million from private equity firm Silver Lake at a 
reported valuation of $2.6 billion, pending approval from regulators

May 2017
Bloomberg reported that unspecified sources claim SoftBank acquired a 4.9% 
stake in Nvidia worth about $4 billion, in line with Softbank’s plans to invest 
heavily in the artificial intelligence space

May 2017
VR startup Playsnak raised $2.5 million in a seed funding round from 
Japanese publisher Gumi ($1.2 million) and South Korean venture capital firm 
K Cube Ventures ($1.3 million), ahead of the launch of its first VR game title

May 2017

GameMine, a mobile publisher providing an ad-free, subscription service for 
mobile games, raised $20 million in funding round led by Palisades Venture 
Capital. The service boasts 3.5 million active users globally and over 100 
games, with 70 more on the way.

May 2017

Kevin Chou

Gamevice, a mobile accessory company known for creating attachable 
controllers for iPhone and iPad, raised $12.5 million in funding round led by 
TransLink Capital and California Technology Ventures, with BAM Ventures, 
TYLT Ventures, and Kevin Chou, former CEO of Kabam and new Gamevice
board member, participating. The company said that the popularity of the 
Nintendo Switch has proven consumer demand for an enhanced mobile 
gaming experience and that they are planning to make accessories for 
Samsung phones as well.
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May 2017
Tencent increased its stake in mobile developer Pocket Gems to 38% with a 
$90 million investment, as Pocket Gems prepares to launch a new 3D 
synchronous multiplayer mobile title later this year

May 2017
Take-Two acquired space flight simulator Kerbal Space Program from indie 
developer Squad, with Take-Two’s Michael Worosz saying the IP would make 
for a great long-term franchise in the company’s portfolio 

June 2017

Through its wholly-owned subsidiary ZV-Midas Pte. Ltd., Razer acquired a 
19.9% minority interest in MOL Global, Inc., the parent company of electronic 
payment provider MOL AccessPortal. The implied valuation from this deal is 
approximately $100 million. Razer also announced a master distribution 
partnership with MOL regarding Razer’s zGold virtual currency in Southeast 
Asia and other emerging markets.

June 2017

TechCrunch reported that Samsung acquired VR studio VRB, which has 
created a VR toolkit for creating avatars, headset broadcasting to mobile, and 
other backend systems. One source claimed that the deal was worth $5.5 
million, while another source claimed that the valuation was significantly less 
than that.

June 2017 Greg Ballard
Michael Howse

Former Warner Bros. executive Greg Ballard and former AMD executive 
Michael Howse started a new VC fund called Eleven Ventures targeting digital 
games, VR, AR, and esports startups. Their investment strategy will 
incorporate a co-creation model with deeper operational involvement and 
expertise.
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

June 2017
21st Century Fox acquired mobile studio Aftershock, which was spun out of 
Kabam after it was acquired by Netmarble earlier this year, to work on games 
based on Fox’s TV and film IP. Deal terms were not disclosed.

June 2017

Techcrunch reported, based on unspecified sources, that game chat service 
Discord raised $50 million in a funding round led by Index Ventures at a pre-
money valuation of $725 million. Institutional Venture Partners, Spark Capital, 
Greylock Partners, and Benchmark also participated.

June 2017

Mobile publisher Scopely raised $60 million in Series C funding round led by 
Revolution Growth with Greenspring, Sands Capital Ventures, Cross Creek 
Advisors, and Pritzker Group Venture Capital participating. Scopely said its 
revenues have grown nine-fold over the past nine quarters thanks to strong 
titles like WWE Champions and The Walking Dead: Road to Survival.

June 2017 IO Interactive secured a management buyout deal from Square Enix, allowing 
the studio to become independent and retain the rights to the Hitman IP

June 2017
Capcom and Bandai Namco have announced a partnership to cross-license 
patents that will reduce online matchmaking costs for their popular fighting 
franchises

June 2017 Tencent deepened its partnership with Chinese developer Ourpalm, with a 
$71.7 million investment, moving Tencent’s share of the company up to 2%

June 2017
GameStop sold its mobile and social gaming unit Kongregate to Modern Times 
Group for $55 million, as MTG hopes to expand Kongregate’s revenue sharing 
model to new studios
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June 2017
Nexon completed its acquisition of Thai publisher iDCC and rebranded it as 
Nexon Thailand, with plans to grow the company’s business in Southeast Asia 
including launching MapleStory in Thailand

June 2017 Nolan Bushnell
Hayao Nakayama
John Pleasants
Owen Van Natta

Startup company Wonder raised $14 million in Series A funding to develop a 
smartphone-game console hybrid from Grishin Robotics and TCL 
Communications, with former executives from Atari, SEGA, Disney Interactive, 
and Zynga, among others, participating 

June 2017

Axiomatic

Esports tournament organizer Super League Gaming, which hosts kid-friendly 
competitions for Minecraft, has raised $15 million in funding round led by 
Nickelodeon, with DMG Entertainment, Toba Capital, Cali Group, the owner of 
NHL team Tampa Bay Lightning, and esports group aXiomatic participating
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Virtual Goods Paid 
Downloads Advertising Subscription

iOS $5,755 M $104 M $744 M $66 M

Android $4,067 M $47 M $577 M $38 M

Other OS $75 M $ M $9 M $1 M

Feature phones - - -

Digital PC $4,734 M $2,072 M $299 M $374 M $7,478 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $1,254 M $682 M $69 M $732 M

Sony PlayStation Network $1,407 M $447 M $82 M $811 M

Nintendo eShop $83 M $132 M <$1M

Total $17,374 M $3,484 M $1,781 M $2,022 M $24,662 M

Un
ite

d 
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es

Digital Console $5,700 M

Mobile $11,484 M
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Virtual Goods Paid 
Downloads Advertising Subscription

iOS $2,479 M $26 M $303 M $28 M

Android $2,456 M $18 M $293 M $24 M

Other OS $287 M $1 M $36 M $2 M

Feature phones - - -

Digital PC $3,996 M $2,808 M $125 M $403 M $7,331 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $388 M $142 M $32 M $288 M

Sony PlayStation Network $1,915 M $716 M $111 M $964 M

Nintendo eShop $45 M $49 M <$1M

Total $11,566 M $3,760 M $900 M $1,709 M $17,936 M

Eu
ro

pe

Digital Console $4,650 M

Mobile $5,954 M
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Virtual Goods Paid 
Downloads Advertising Subscription

iOS $16,734 M $172 M $2,049 M $191 M

Android $15,220 M $112 M $1,816 M $147 M

Other OS $184 M $1 M $23 M $1 M

Feature phones $71 M $11 M $6 M

Digital PC $12,180 M $474 M $271 M $609 M $13,533 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $4 M $1 M $3 M $2 M

Sony PlayStation Network $126 M $23 M $6 M $53 M

Nintendo eShop $43 M $92 M <$1M

Total $44,562 M $887 M $4,174 M $1,004 M $50,627 M

As
ia

Digital Console $355 M

Mobile $36,739 M
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